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HyperX Cloud Orbit S - Gaming Headset (Black-Gunmetal)

Brand : HP Product family: HyperX Product code: 4P5M2AA

Product name : HyperX Cloud
Orbit S - Gaming Headset (Black-
Gunmetal)

HyperX Cloud Orbit S - Gaming Headset (Black-Gunmetal)

HyperX Cloud Orbit S - Gaming Headset (Black-Gunmetal):

Unlock another dimension with ultra-realistic 3D audio.
The HyperX Cloud Orbit S builds a world of audio around you with Audeze™ planar magnetic drivers and
Waves Nx™ head tracking and 3D audio technology. Get true immersion as head tracking technology
tracks the position of your head nearly 1000 times a second to stabilize the soundscape, placing you in
the center of your own personal three-dimensional audio atmosphere. This higher level of realism is
augmented by the breathtaking clarity and incredible precision delivered by the 100mm planar magnetic
drivers. The headset includes three detachable cable options, so you can complete your dream setup
with the ultimate 3D audio experience, whether gaming on PC, Xbox One, PS4™, or Mobile[1].

Performance

Product type * Headset
Wearing style * Head-band
Recommended usage * Gaming
Headset type Binaural
Product colour * Black, Grey

Compatible products PC, PS5, PS4, Xbox Series X|S, Xbox
One, Nintendo Switch, Mobile

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wired & Wireless
3.5 mm connector
USB connectivity
USB connector USB Type-C

Headphones

Ear coupling * Circumaural
Headphone frequency 10 - 50000 Hz

Headphones

Headphone sensitivity 120 dB
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) 0.1%

Microphone

Microphone type * Boom
Microphone direction type Unidirectional
Microphone noise-canceling

Battery

Battery operated
Continuous audio playback time 10 h
Battery recharge time 3 h

Weight & dimensions

Weight 368 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85183000
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